Faculty Activities 2017-2018

May 2018
Joshua Harris
Has been commissioned by Virginia Wesleyan University Choirs to compose a new work for choir and string orchestra. This piece, with text by Sara Teasdale and William Wordsworth, will be premiered at the dedication of VWU's new performing arts center in Virginia Beach in March 2019.

Lynn Rainville
Presentations:
- “Virginians in the Great War: at Home and Abroad,” Amherst County Museum and Historical Society, May 20.

April 2018
John Morrissey
Lectures – March 2018:
- "Sharks and Rays of the Bay" for Chesapeake Bay Environmental Center's Winter Lecture Series
- "Save the Bay, Eat a Ray: Trophic Cascades and Cascading Pseudo-Science" for Legacy Institute for the Environment

Lynn Rainville


Appointed to a Governor’s Task Force: “Enslaved African Americans in Virginia: a task force to assist in the identification of the history of formerly enslaved African Americans in Virginia.”

March 2018
Joshua Harris
Compositions Performed:
- Aubade, for flute and electronics, was performed by Emma Broberg in the Utah Crosstalk concert series at Brigham Young University on January 27th.
- Blackbirds Rise from a Field, for women’s choir, was premiered by C3LA: Contemporary Choral Collective of LA on February 17th in Glendale, CA, and February 24th in Pasadena, CA. The text is taken from John Cage’s landmark work Lecture on Nothing, in which a short passage describes his visit to Sweet Briar in 1950.

Lynn Rainville


Talks:
- “Virginian Leaders in World War I,” American Leadership and Generalship during the Great War, VMI, April 28.

**December 2017**

Debbie Durham
- Organized a panel on "Becoming and Being Adult in Africa Today," and also served as chair and discussant, at the African Studies Association annual meetings in Chicago, on November 17. Standing room only (small room...): Heather Wright (SBC '05, now at U.S. State Dept in the Bureau of Analytic Research) attended. She also saw Madeline Artibee ’16, who is completing an MA at the University of Illinois-Champagne Urbana.
- Discussant for the panel "Aged Subjectivities: Making and Unmaking Personhood Across the Life Course" as well as chair and presenter for the roundtable "Adulting" at the American Anthropological Association annual meetings in D.C. on November 30.
- Has become an Associate Editor for *HAU: The Journal of Ethnographic Theory*.

Ella Magruder

Mark Magruder

Mary Tackett
- Published Textbook: Callahan, C.M., Missett, T.C., Azano, A.P., Caughey, M., Brodersen, A., &

- Presentations:
  - Readiness, interests, and learning profiles, oh my! Differentiation in the elementary classroom. Margaret Sue Copenhaver Institute for Teaching and Learning, Roanoke College, VA (2017).
  - Giving students a piece of the puzzle: How children’s picture books about autism provide opportunities for exploring diversity. Virginia State Reading Association (VSRA), Roanoke, VA (2017).

- Award: Virginia Tech College of Liberal Arts and Human Sciences Outstanding Recent Alumna Award, 2017

**November 2017**

Carrie Brown
Earned the People’s Choice Award for fiction for her book, *The Stargazer’s Sister*, at the 20th annual Library of Virginia Literary Awards on October 14.

John Gregory Brown
- Received The Emyl Jenkins Sexton Literary Award for Fiction for his book, *A Thousand Miles from Nowhere*, at the 20th annual Library of Virginia Literary Awards on October 14.
- Two of his digital prints were selected for inclusion in the 9th Annual Riverviews Juried Art Show in Lynchburg that opens on Friday, November 3.

Claudia Chang

Debbie Durham

Meredith McCool

Geoff Pollick
Publications:

Raina Robeva
• Signed a contract with Elsevier, as Lead Editor, for the edited volume *Algebraic and Combinatorial Computational Biology*. The volume will be published in the series “Mathematics in Science and Engineering” in the summer of 2018 (co-edited with Mathew Macaulay, Clemson University).

• Completed a three-year term as Chair of the Advisory Board of the National Institute for Mathematical and Biological Synthesis.

• 2017 Chair of the Special Interest Group in Mathematical Biology of the Mathematical Association of America (MAA) – elected by a national vote.

• Continuing as Editor-in-Chief of *Frontiers in Systems Biology*, a specialty journal of Frontiers in Physiology.

• Appointed Section Editor (Reviews) for *Letters in Biomathematics*.

• Co-Organizer of two sessions at the Annual Joint Mathematics Meeting of the MAA and the American Mathematical Society (AMS), San Diego, January 10-13, 2018: An MAA Invited Paper Session titled *Trends in Mathematical and Computational Biology* and an AMS Special Session titled *Algebraic, Discrete, Topological and Stochastic Approaches to Modeling in Mathematical Biology*

• Paper titled “Stochastic dynamical models for assessing the effects of radiation on living cells” accepted for the Joint Mathematica Meetings, Sand Diego 2018.

• Reviewer for two manuscripts submitted to the *Bulletin of Mathematical Biology* and *Letters in Biomathematics*.

• External reviewer for the promotion and reappointment of a faculty at Hampshire College.

**October 2017**
There was no Dean’s Report with activities in October 2017.

**September 2017**

Anna Billias
Toured in Crimea, Russia over the summer performing with renowned Ukraine artist, Anna Bratus.

Carrie Brown
Carrie’s seventh novel, *The Stargazer’s Sister*, is a finalist in fiction in the 2017 Library of Virginia’s People’s Choice Awards.

John Gregory Brown
• His novel, *A Thousand Miles from Nowhere*, has been named a finalist in fiction for the 2017 Library of Virginia Literary Awards.

• Featured writer at the Mississippi Book Festival, where he participated in a panel on Southern Fiction and read the work of the late writer Louis Nordan at a celebration of notable Mississippi writers.

Joshua Harris
• *Aubade*, for flute and electronics, was selected for performance in the New York City Electroacoustic Music Festival on July 15, 2017.
• *King Rat*, a film with music composed by Harris, was selected for screening at the Indy Film Fest in Indianapolis on July 18 and 22, 2017. It won the festival's Audience Award, and was screened again on July 23rd.

Scott Hyman
Co-leader of a proposal accepted for funding through NASA’s Fermi Guest Investigator Program, entitled “Targeting Millisecond Pulsars Through Radio Imagine of Fermi Unidentified Galactic Bulge Sources.”
Bill Kershner
Attended the League of Historic American Theatres conference in Los Angeles in July. Restoration experts led discussions during visits to old theatres that included the El Capital Theatre, The Pantages Theatre, Grauman’s Chinese Theatre.

Melora Kordos
Directed 4th annual production of 1776 the Musical, and produced and directed the 2nd annual Shakespeare Under the Stars production of King Lear (running through September 2), both at Thomas Jefferson’s Poplar Forest.

John Morgan
Exhibition titled the shape of things opens at Rivermont Studio in Lynchburg on September 1, and will be on display through October 14, with receptions on Friday, September 1, and Friday, October 6, from 6-8:30 p.m.

Laura Pharis
- Taught Wood Engraving Workshop at Virginia Arts of the Book Center, Charlottesville, VA.

Geoffrey Pollick

Brent Shea
- Interviewed about the livability of cities for the consumer personal finance website WalletHub.
- Participant, Council of Independent Colleges Division Chairs Workshop, Baltimore, May 18-20.
- Presenter, “A Sociocultural Perspective on Alcohol Use in Thailand”; session chair and member, conference paper review panel, Asian Conference on the Social Sciences, Kobe, Japan, June 9-11.
- Presenter, “A career as a teacher-scholar at a liberal arts college”, American Sociological Association Teaching and Learning Section sessions on academic careers at different kinds of higher education institutions; participated in workshops on: learning outcomes of sociology major programs; connecting sociology majors to employment outcomes; incorporating the American Community Survey and US Census Data into undergraduate courses, American Sociological Association Annual Conference, Montreal, August 12-15.
• Peer reviewer, *Social Currents.*

Natalie Szabo

• Attended the International Clarinet Festival held in Orlando, FL. Performed bass clarinet with the Licorice Sticks Clarinet Orchestra, an Orlando based ensemble that specializes in American composed music from the 1920s-1930s. The ensemble commissioned three new works for clarinet orchestra and performed the world premiere of "The Artie Shaw Concerto" by Artie Shaw, "Blue Tango" by Leroy Anderson and "Rhapsody in Blue" by George Gershwin.

• Attended the 2017 National Educators Association Conference as an Arts Advocate in Boston. Participated in special training for the *Legacy Project* and Junior Student Leadership seminars.